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Arthurs Creek; Graded Scratch Races - January 17
th

Reasonable bunches all round this week, even if the
handicapper had to combine the e and f grade riders.  And
again it was a warm day, almost ideal conditions, a noticeable
southerly breeze keeping competitors from overheating but
making them work on the return leg.  It was going to be a
strong sole who held off a chase over the last eight kilometres.

Of the 69 starters the 13 a and 15 b-graders were looking at
four laps or about 67k, the 13 c and 19 d grade riders had three
laps or around 51k to cover and the combined e & f grade had
two laps (34k) of the tough out and back circuit.

The usual plan for this course is to hold it together to the last
climb and then make the winning move, this week most
bunches were whittled down or split before the race got to the
final hill and in one case there was a solo breakaway that
endured for two-thirds of the race, a remarkable ride that
caught the eye of the president and earned Rob Harris an extra
bonus in the form of the President’s Ride of the Day.

Race report

a-grade

Peter Shanahan may have been riding b-grade but there were
shenanigans a plenty in the a-grade race.  Games not in
evidence as the bunch rolled out through the neutral section,
just a lot of banter as the first couple of kilometres were
undertaken at a comfortable pace, the friendly Eastern group
welcoming Tom McDonough of Northern Vets to the fold
(when they could get a word in - ed.).  On the first climb
neutrality was stretched to the extreme when Frank Nyhuis
nearly wrapped his rear-derailleur in the spokes of his back
wheel, the bunch almost coming to a standstill while he put his
chain back on and got back into the mix.

Down the other side the momentum picked up on the descent
continued as the race started in earnest but when Tony
Chandler got to the front it came down again and the line
doubled up, Mick Day pulling alongside for a bit of a chat.
Whilst the pair discussed whatever it was of utmost importance
Guy Green slipped away up the road inciting no interest from
the two on the front and little from any behind.  Three and
three-quarter laps to go it wasn’t that surprising that there was
no reaction, what was surprising was that he’d ridden away.
But as the margin to Guy continued to grow interest was
kindled and efforts to bring him back were started but every

time the Ridewiser or the Doherty’s rider got to the front the
effort seemed to ease and Guy continued to ride away.

We may have been a long way from the sea but the wind was
blowing from the South.  Nigel Kimber was the first to smell the
salt and took off in solo pursuit.  With some in the bunch still
scratching their bums and the remainder scratching their heads
Nigel quickly drew away in his quest for Guy’s back wheel.  As
Guy closed on the first turnaround a look back showed an Omara
clad rider in pursuit followed by empty road.  In a benevolent
mood Guy eased his pace and turned back to the task of staying
on the road, Nigel was quickly forgotten and the next time Guy
looked round there was no closure, just a pair of matching
questioning looks; ‘why haven’t you caught up?’ and ‘why did
you speed up?’.

At the first turn it was Guy a couple of hundred metres ahead of
Nigel who in turn was a couple of hundred metres ahead of the
bunch.  The wind proving too much for Nigel on the return (he
was seen riding the drops at one point) and he was caught half
way back by a rampaging Mick Day, Mick having att acked the
bunch only to cause a reaction that saw the whole bunch quickly
swamp Nigel who then had to dig deep just to hold on.  From
there to the end of the lap Rob Amos, Frank Nyhuis and David
Holt all tried on separate occasions to bridge to the lone leader
but as soon as one of the Celtic pair (Gerard Donnelly or Tom
Crebbin) set about joining them there was a reaction from Tony
and Mick and the bunch and the momentum was lost.

As the bunch closed on the end of the first lap Guy Green was
well on his way back up the hill, some forty-five seconds ahead.
Tony led the field up the hill for the start of the second lap at a
pace intended to keep the bunch together.  Over the top it was
racing and the descending skills of some saw little gaps appear
that were madly chased down once the road flattened out.
Unfortunately Nigel was on the wrong side of one of these gaps,
the effort to return to the bunch taking most of his reserves.  A
couple more att acks over the next couple of kilometres and Nigel
was out the back.  After Nigel’s departure the second lap
continued as it had started; when the pace eased off somebody
would power to the front, stretch the bunch which would then
come back together and the pace ease off again until somebody
would power… , while out the front Guy continued to plug away
at a consistent pace.

Compared to the second lap the third was quiet, nobody was
going to let anybody go and it was time to bring back Guy who
still had around a forty second gap.  At the top of the hill the
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sound of an exploding tyre announced the retirement of David
Holt, the pressure proving too much for his rear tyre.  The
chase group was down to ten and despite a few not putting
their whole hearts into the chase Guy’s lead was halved by the
far turnaround.  With the writing on the wall, Guy rested his
legs and awaited the guys.  No sooner had he been integrated
back into the group than he started to question the speed,
power and general manliness of the group as all caught their
breath and awaited the inevitable.  It was a while in coming
and it was Guy Green that started it, 200m from the bottom of
the pinch Guy att acked, Mick Day was ready, Tom and
Gerard (of Celtic colours) were quick, the remainder not so
quick.  Through the hairpin and onto the climb Mick redoubled
the effort leaving Guy to the pack but taking team Celtic with
him.

Over the top the lead three had thirty metres over Tony who
was fifteen metres clear of Damian Burke, Frank N., Rob
Amos, Phil Cavaleri and Northern Tom, Guy Green, fighting
cramp, and Brian Gray bringing up the rear.  Through the
turnaround the gaps were much the same but Phil C. was
missing from the chase group.  Tony Chandler buried himself
over the climb and down the other side to work his way back
to the leaders a couple of kilometres out.  Rob, Frank and
Damian pulled hard turns in an effort to peg back the leaders,
Tom fighting to hang on and promising he’d do a turn if only
his breath would catch up.  But, cooperation between the teams
in the lead group meant that they were not going to be caught
and they took a handy lead through the final turnaround and
into the last windward leg.

With the race out of reach for the chase group the last return
leg became a bit of a battle for pride as Rob attempted to get
clear, att acking the other three on several occasions only to
have them respond each time.

The leaders continued to work together and it was Tony who
started the last climb on the front, giving it all he had in the
hope nobody could muster an acceleration that would find him
wanting.  The att ack came half way up the hill, Mick Day
finding a couple of extra kph, Celtic also finding enough to
respond.  But Tony had done enough, cresting just behind the
other three he was able to rejoin on the descent, unfortunately
in last position, the order into the turn being the order in which
they finished.  Tom Crebbin not waiting for his team mate flew
out of the turn and down Greens Road, Mick Day doing
likewise was followed by Gerard and Tony.  An eight-hundred
metre pursuit ensued that tested the lungs, hearts and resolve of
the four but didn’t change the order.

Frank led the remaining two chasers over the last parts of the
race, Tom having been dropped after one of Rob’s little forays
up the road.  Over hill and down dale, through the turn and into
the finish Frank led Rob and Damian until within sight of the
line the pair started the sprint for fifth, Damian beating Rob to
the line.

b-grade (Nigel Frayne)

Sat 17th Jan
Arthurs Creek
4 laps out and back @ 16km a piece

Fifteen healthy b-graders set out through the neutral zone to
Nankervis Road which, upon being reached, signalled the time
for Kevin Starr to attack.  Oh great! Here we go again - 'ready or
not Kev' stretching our legs.  Always dangerous in a break, Kev
was joined by someone who managed to jump across to his wheel
and with the gap widening yours truly found himself at the head
of the pack.  After a steady kilometre of grinding and with other
fresh workers, the likes of Ian Smith and David Anderson, happy
to dig in we soon drew the recalcitrant pair back into the fold and
settled into a rhythm for the first lap.

As I recall we hadn't even reached the return hill before things
started to get a bit grippy.  Once over the rise a group of 6 riders
had gapped the field and were grouping up to prepare for a
serious workout.  Surely not on lap 1!?  After the first home turn
we worked over the outward hill but no amount of scrambling in
the chase group seemed to have any effect in closing down the
break.  They continued to pull away until eventually they were
out of sight.

Given the fresh breeze that was prevalent throughout the course
an attack this early would seem opportunistic to say the least.
However by the outward turn it was clear these escapees were a
strong bunch of well organised windjammers.  Only the lithe
Nick Tapp had trouble with their pace as he drifted back across to
join us in the chase, which was far from organised - we needed
the colonel in there cracking the whip!  The three strong men of
the chase group, Rudi Botha, Kev Starr and Martin Stalder were
obviously disappointed to have missed the break and were
therefore more keen, if not more able, to drive the loco.
Unfortunately for them there wasn't much help coming from the
other five of us, some of whom, namely myself, were
preoccupied with simple survival.

Status report lap 3: 5 away - Ian Smith, Trevor Coulter, David
Anderson, Phil Pelgrim and Anthony Gullace; 7 chasing - Martin
Stalder, Kevin Starr, Rudi Botha (the workers), Darren Darling,
Greg Lipple, Rob Truscott, Nigel Frayne (the scramblers); Matt
White (opting for his own private hell); Nick Tapp (off the pace);
and Peter Shannahan (keeping the follow car company).

Well before the final turn we were greeted by 5 faces heading for
home with victory written all over them.  The break away was
going to succeed.  This fact combined with bad sensations in the
legs (call it 'the bonk!') I dropped out of the chase group for the
long crawl home.  Last I saw was 6 bright jerseys through a deep
grey mist as they rounded a bend and I buried myself in 34/21
spinning hell trying to get home.  The hypo eased enough to
eventually get me to the line where I downed two Fantas in quick
succession.  Probably the worst thing I could do - right
nutritionists?

Once recovered I discovered that the leaders had indeed stayed
away, Phil Pelgrim enjoying his new bike to take the win - '1kg
lighter than the old one and loves the hills', eh Phil?  It was an
impressive show of force over three windy laps by all 5 of them.
Enjoy A Grade, chaps.  The chasers chased unsuccessfully then
turned on themselves in a sprint for 6th.  And as darkness fell
over the hills of Cadel's mum's home town Nick, Matt and Peter
rolled in for last drinks.



Another entertaining day out at Arfur's.  All good training for
the upcoming Alpine Classic next weekend.

Distance: 67.3km
Ave: 31.6kph
Max: 52kph

The break:

The break formed late on the return of the second lap when
Anthony Gullace and David Anderson rode away from a not
too concerned bunch.  When Trevor Coulter started to bridge
the bunch started to show interest, Trevor joining the leaders at
the foot of the hill.  Phil Pelgrim launched himself up the hill
and was quickly on the back of the three making it four clear
and some serious concern in the bunch.  Ian Smith, seeing the
potential of the break, gave it all he had and despite cresting
twenty metres off the break he was clear of the bunch (except
Nick Tapp who had held his wheel) and able to use his
superior descending skills to catch the break before they turned
at the cone - six away.  Pushing hard up the first hill to
consolidate the break proved too much for Nick who had not
recovered from the chase - five away with three laps to race.

The break worked together for three laps, the first two and a
half done at full gas to consolidate their advantage (the gaps at
the turns were; 1.5 laps - 40 seconds, 2 laps - 70 seconds, 2.5
laps - 80 seconds and at 3 laps - 2 minutes 5 seconds).  Given
the huge lead the last leg back to the bottom of the hill was
taken in cruise mode with the understanding that they all
continue to contribute until a couple of kilometres from home
when all bets came off.  The understanding lasted to the
bottom of the hill where the non-sprinter of the group did the
only thing he could; Phil Pelgrim hitting the group like a
gorilla with a club and the hill like a gazelle on steroids,
scampering over the top well clear of the others who had
shattered under the acceleration.  Anthony Gullace was the
second man over the top, surprised to find himself  fifty metres
ahead of Trevor Coulter with David Anderson and Ian Smith
further back again.  Ian put his superior descending skills
(weight -ed.) to use again and dragged (or rolled - ed.) himself
and David to within striking distance of Trevor’s wheel by the
final turn.

Into Greens Road Phil simply buried himself to hold the
advantage he’d gained on the ascent and succeeded, finishing
fifty metres ahead of second.  David and Ian rounded up
Trevor early on Greens Road before setting about catching the
next - Anthony.  With the gaps closing; chasers to Anthony,
Anthony to the finish, David pulled through with a big turn
that launched Trevor toward the line and provided himself with
enough momentum to overhaul a tiring Anthony.  The finish
order; Phil, Trevor, David, Ian and Anthony

c-grade (Dean Jones)

It was with some trepidation that I rode out to Arthur's Creek
to race on one of my local training grounds.  I had joined
Eastern last January, principally to just race on this course but
the race at Arthur's Creek that day was washed out.  On the
next occasion at Arthur's Creek my bike suffered a mechanical
problem shortly before the start, causing me to be a spectator.

On my third attempt to ride there I was taking antibiotics which
caused me to cramp badly as soon as I started the warm-up.

On this occasion I hadn't raced for two months but as I lined up
with the other blue-hats at the start I told myself that it didn't
matter what happened as long as I got a good workout before next
week's Alpine Classic.

We were led out through the neutral zone by Harold Simpson and
once we went over the hill for the first time no-one was prepared
to push the pace.  Rob Harris was the first to turn at the far end
and shortly afterwards launched his first att ack.  After a few
minutes Rob was back in the bunch, probably due to easing off as
opposed to any effort by the bunch to chase him down.

The race continued at a rather pedestrian pace until we reached
the near turnaround again.  On the rise going away from the turn
Rob broke away again.

It appears that the bunch thought that Rob would not have the
strength to stay away as there was no effort made to chase at all.
As the race continued it became apparent that this assessment was
wrong and that Rob was increasing his lead.

Apart from the lone breakaway the bunch was basically intact as
we headed out for the last lap.  Allan Goodrope had made his
move to the front of the bunch and powered away on the climb on
the way out.

I decided to follow him but I was boxed in. By the time I had
space to get out of the bunch and break away Allan had almost
crested the hill and had a good lead over me.

As a result, there was one lap to go with 3 solo breakaways.  As
hard as I tried I could not make up any ground on Allan and it
appeared that he was not making up any ground on Rob.

As Rob came by me in the opposite direction near the far
turnaround he was riding smoothly and did not look to be in any
trouble.  Allan looked the same.

I passed the bunch going the other way when I was near the top of
the rise after the far turnaround and thought that I was safe unless
I blew up.  Allan maintained his distance from me until the third
time up the hill when I cut his break in half but when I descended
Rob had already disappeared into Green's Road on the way to a
very gutsy and well deserved win.

As I made the final left hand turn the bunch had not come down
the hill yet and I put everything into catching Allan, however it
was not to be.  Allan crossed the line for a strong second and I
finished third about 30 metres behind.

The bunch had worked together over the last lap with Mark
Cheeseman taking the minor sprint ahead of Colin Johnson and
Harold Simpson.  Harold's computer recorded the bunch time as
being 1 hour 40 minutes at an average of 31.1 kmh.

Footnote: my curse on this course continued, but in a minor way.
My micro carbon pump bounced out of my pocket just after the
far turnaround which led the locals to wonder that evening why



there was an Eastern clad cyclist taking a walk along the edge
of the road.  I found it!

d-grade

‘D’ grade, pretty much stayed together until the final climb
where it broke up.  A group of about 6 rode away from the
bunch and sped towards the last ‘U’ turn.  One rider, deciding
the race was not long enough, continued on past the turn and
was last seen heading towards Hurstbridge.  Not wanting a
bunch sprint David McCormack attacked early catching the
two leaders by surprise and went on to win the race
comfortably from Nick Hainal, Tim Crowe and Graeme
Parker.

e-grade (Les McLean)

This was a combined E & F grade race with nine riders facing
the starter.  When the riders turned left to ascend the first climb
in the neutral zone, two riders rode away and increased the
pace somewhat.  Repeated calls to the two to say that the race
was still neutral fell on deaf ears and they continued at the
same speed.  The rest not wanting to loose touch had to keep
up and this resulted in two of the bunch being dropped up that
climb.  Fortunately one made it back to the bunch on the
descent to Nankervis Road but Ron Stranks never got back on
and subsequently abandoned the race after one lap.

Peter Kronemann, Geoff Cranstone and the new rider Peter
Stack started to make the pace harder with Peter K doing the
majority of the faster turns pushing his big gears.  Leon Bishop
also got into the fray and he too started to move to the front to
push the pace along with Dick Maggs and Laurie Bohn.
Approximately 5 km’s out from the start Peter Kronemann’s
number came loose and flew off, landing in the bushes on the
left side of the road.  This should be a very valuable lesson to

all to ensure your number is securely pinned and fastened. Just
after this Peter K punctured and that was the end of his race.

JC Wilson attacked up a small rise and gained about 30 metres.
He rode in that spot for over a km until he too came back to the
field.  Peter S then increased the pace up the small rises and made
the rest of the field feel their climbing legs.  At the first turn the
bunch was intact and the speed picked up again with most doing
turn for turn.  Peter S then took the lead up the final climb closely
followed by Les McLean and Laurie Bohn.  The bunch regrouped
over the top and was intact on the run down to the bell lap turn.

After the turn JC Wilson took off up the climb with Les Mclean
on his wheel.  This strung the field out somewhat but all
regrouped on the descent.  The pace slowed a little on the second
outward journey but after the field turned the pace increased with
Laurie, Dick, Les and JC moving things along.  Coming up to the
last climb it was thought that Peter S would assert himself but it
was Les who took the initiative and led the field to the top
followed by Lawrie and Dick.  These three should have taken off
down the other side as they had a small break, but unfortunately
allowed what was left of the field to regroup.

After the turn into the finishing straight the riders started to get
jumpy as the sprinters tried to out maneuver each other.  But it
was JC who got the jump (again) on the rest with Les right on his
wheel.  One hundred metres out Les looked like he may overhaul
JC but JC picked a higher gear and Les could not counter it.  That
was the order in which they finished followed by our new rider
Peter Stack and Dick Maggs with the remaining riders spread out
behind.  It was a good effort by Peter as it was only his second
race.

f-grade

No race.

Results

First Second Third

a-grade (13) Tom Crebbin Mick Day Gerard Donnelly

b-grade (15) Phil Pelgrim Trevor Coulter David Anderson

c-grade (13) Rob Harris Allan Goodrope Dean Jones

d-grade (19) David McCormack Nick Hainal Tim Crowe

e-grade (9) JC Wilson Les McLean Peter Stack

Officials

Thanks to Graeme Parker and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries, to Angelo Antignani and his army of helpers.
Traffic controllers; Brian Farrell and Darryl O’Grady, drivers; Steve Ross and Damiano Ambrosini and marshals; Glen Pascall,
Craig Everard & son, and Wayne Robinson, without these guys we wouldn't be allowed to race.  Thanks also to JC for bringing
the trailer, to Harold Simpson and his side-kick – Nick Hainal, who were roped in to helping with the drinks and thanks to
Richard Dobson who is responsible for the roster and looking after helmet covers and numbers.

Eastern Vets Program
Saturday January 24 2:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races

Saturday January 31 2:00pm Dunlop Road Omara Graded Scratch Races

Monday February 2 8:00pm Maroondah Club Monthly meeting

Saturday February 7 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races



Saturday February 14 2:00pm Dunlop Road Omara Graded Scratch Races

Tuesday Jan
Feb
Mar

27
3,10,17,28
3,10,17,28,

6:00pm METEC
NB. No entry to facility
before 5:00pm

Graded Scratch Races

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail
to the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday January 25 9:30am National Blvd, Campbellfield Graded Scratch Races

Sunday February 1 10:00am East Trentham 48k handicap

Sunday February 8 9:30am Toolernvale Alan Anderson Memorial handicap

Sun day February 15 9:30am National Blvd, Campbellfield Graded Scratch Races

Victorian Veteran Cycling Council Program
Sunday March 8 9:30am Woodstock on Loddon 56k Handicap 2/3 - $15

Other Results, etc.:

Neutrality:

Just a reminder about neutrality, although it would be nice if the first lap of a criterium were conducted under 'neutral' conditions
this isn't a requirement but on our road circuits there are periods of enforced neutrality.  Under 'neutral conditions' no rider is to
att ack the field. The club applies these conditions in our road races at the turnarounds because of the advantage gained by the
first rider through the turn if they were to accelerate hard.  The club enforces a neutral zone of two-hundred metres after the turn
to ensure all riders in the bunch have been able to remain in contact with the bunch.  Neutrality does not apply to a rider who has
broken away from the bunch but it does apply within a bunch that has broken away, the definition of "away" is at the discretion
of the rider who is away or the bunch captain.  A rider going into the turn five metres ahead of the bunch isn't really away.

The other time the club applies a neutral zone is at the start of road races where the race starts before getting onto the course
proper (Steels Creek, Macclesfield and Arthurs Creek), in addition to this, at Arthurs Creek, the neutral zone extends from the
start (at the school) to Nankervis Road at the foot of the first descent.  In all cases the initial zone is because we are outside the
race circuit, at Arthurs Creek the extension is to get the bunch around the tight left-hander at the bottom of the hill safely and to
give everybody the opportunity to experience the corner once before racing through it on subsequent laps.

Bunch captains have the authority to call a neutral period if they deem it appropriate for rider safety.  Two examples of this
would be; the descent at Arthurs Creek, if the bunch is together at the top of the hill then there is no need to descend at break-
neck speed and another would be in a crit where a faster bunch comes upon a slower bunch that is on the bell, if the bunch
captain of the faster bunch does not think their bunch will get past, and clear, of the slower bunch before they start their sprint.
In this instance the bunch captain of the faster bunch should call neutral and slow their bunch so that the finishing grade can
sprint in safety.  If a bunch captain calls neutral it is up to them to call racing when the perceived need for neutrality has passed.

There is an implied neutrality in Crits when one bunch is passing another in that nobody in either bunch should att ack their
bunch until the bunches have separated.  This is as much a good sportsmanship thing as a safety issue.

It's all about safety and fairness, we are racing for fun not for profit.

Message from Peter Gray

Peter Gray had an accident at Casey Fields three months ago that resulted in him being admitted to hospital.  Since then he has
been in and out of hospital for various operations including the removal of blood clots from both legs and a couple of sub-cranial
visits to locate his brain.  Peter hopes that his most recent visit is the last of the admissions and is looking forward to getting back
on the bike and back to racing.  In the interim he sends his regards and his thanks to those in the club who have supported him
since the accident.



Blackburn Madisson

Looking for something to do on the Australia Day Monday holiday?  Blackburn will be running their Australia Day Maddison at
their East Burwood Track (Melways 62 B7) from 10am to 4pm.  Come along and see the skills and spills of the Maddison and
support races.

Hylton Preece trials with Francais De Jeux and Team Astana (19/1/2009 10:41pm)

(Hylton Preece is in Adelaide for the Tour Down Under)

I went for my first training ride on Sunday morning up to Outer Harbour from West Beach, for those not familiar with Adelaide
it is effectively the Beach Rd of Adelaide but with less traffic lights.  It is used by most cyclists for a fairly long and flat training
ride.  It is also used by the Pro Teams as a bit of a warm up ride.

On Sunday morning’s ride I went to Outer Harbour, stopped at Semafore for a coffee then went back out on to the main beach
road just as the Francais De Jeux team came past.  They were really good in that the team management let a few of us sit on the
back of the bunch only waving us back when they wanted to do some TV then waving us back onto the bunch.  It was fantastic to
sit in with them, their speed hardly varied 35 - 40km/h whether through tight roundabouts or up small rises.

On the way back to Glenelg a lot of other teams went past going the other way with heaps of "civilian" cyclists hanging on the
back including the Astana team with Lance (on the mobile) and the multi police escort with even more cyclists hanging on the
back.

I went through Glenelg and headed up the Anzac Hwy towards the city, not far out of Glenelg a police motorcyclist passed me
with the light flashing and then another two I looked around and it was the Astana Team and entourage.  So I slowed down from
my blistering pace.

After a couple of minutes they rode slowly by and there was Lance, a bit over an arms length away chatting to one of the team
members about "having enough gas left in the tank..." I sped up (back to my usual blistering C grade pace) and sat what I thought
was a respectful distance off the back of the team for about 2 km until the Astana team car made it very clear, by driving very
close to me, that I should not be there even though I was travelling in the cycle lane.

I dropped back behind the team car and travelled there for quite a while until another support car came up very close and told me
"back it out mate", it looked like Mike Turtle the TDU race director, only then did I notice the hundreds of cyclists following
literally inches behind the car.

We travelled about another 3-4 km before the Astana team made a right turn and headed into the Adelaide hills, as I did not want
to show off my legendary hill climbing ability I chose to keep going back into the city.

A few observations; now that I have as close a look at these guys as I am ever going to get, Lance is a big bloke, he has
enormous shoulders (that lung capacity has to go somewhere) compared to his stick insect like team members. Their bike
handling ability and their peddling technique are poetry to watch up close.

As I travelled back into the city It was only then I realised that we had travelled through about 6 sets of lights without getting a
red once (the traffic lights are a real pain on Anzac Hwy) I should have also realised that when Lance rides through town the
lights are always green!!

H.

*******************


